
Explore, Experience and 

Create!

MBK Reception classes

Spring 2022Our Core Texts
This term we will be exploring a range 
of non-fiction (information) books 
about teeth and health.  We will be 
teaching children that these books 
give us information and they can select 
the pages they would like to read.

UW (understanding the world)

This term we are exploring basic maps, 

understanding that green is land and 

blue is water. We will be experiencing

different routes around school and 

teaching children how to safely cross 

the road. The children will then be 

able to create their own maps. We are 

also comparing England to China 

through landmarks, houses and 

festivals.

EAD (Expressive art and design)

This term we will be developing our
Design and Technology skills. This term
we will investigate how to stick and
attach things together using glue, tag
ties, ribbon and string. After half term,
we will use these skills to make our own
Chinese dragon!

Our Key Learning this Spring

This Spring, in line with the new curriculum, we 

are focusing on health. Mrs. Cotton, who used to 

be a dental nurse, will be leading lessons on oral 

health and how to look after our teeth. 

Alongside this, we will be exploring how to keep 

our bodies and minds healthy. So…

We have set ourselves a big challenge!

The week before we break up for Easter, we are 

going to run a mile! We are currently circuit 

training and then we will progress to developing 

running stamina.

Communication and language

‘The Big Six’
Here are the key words that we 

will be exploring this term:

fact fiction information

plaque gums   route

Maths
This term we are exploring measures

mass, capacity and length. We will

develop an understanding of heavy,

light, full, empty, long and short. Please

encourage your children to use these

words when they are in the bath playing

with water or carrying things in the

home.

PD (Physical development)

Key skills we are developing this
Spring:
• How to brush our teeth
• How to use a knife and fork

We really wanted the children to 
experience the incredible feeling 
you get from achieving a 
challenging goal.


